


Beloved place, where you were born, were you observed birds and dreamed about flying, 
sat on your mother’s knees and felt safe. System that gives you charge to fight, always 
observes you from a comfortable armchair. But what will happen if I cease to fight and prefer peace?
A protest is a social phenomenon, and attending the protest - a political act, 
which causes exaltation in an individual; exhilarating, instant adrenaline, 
which unites people around one idea and lasts till the idea does not triumph; or
dissipates quickly when hopelessness takes over and one sees individuality dissipates quickly when hopelessness takes over and one sees individuality 
as a primary power again.In one word, what is patriotism? Love of the homeland? 
Self-sacrifice? Who creates the idea of patriotism?
Power and fear are phenomenons that are capable of taking possession 
of “sacred ideas or ideals”, do with it whatever he prefers, sews satin shirt 
of blood, sculpts a patriot from a murderer. Patriotism may become a dangerous
superstition, for the homeland! For society! Because it should be like that, 
thatthat’s how things work, patriotism is a sacred notion, indefinable postulate, 
which can easily become a manipulative tool for those in power. It is an idea,
that can cause an uprising, while itself will observe silently from a comfortable armchair.
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Textile : ‘’ be afraid of the river which 
doesn‘t makes the sound’’ 
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It's not post-apocalyptic visions, it's daily basis for me, my mother and my 
sisters. Modern mythology, traditions and rituals themselves choose age, 
gender, and nationality. From sci -fi dreams to  Blockbuster films we 
followed. “Thou shalt not commit adultery“ From 10 Commandments  
became selective system. �Online legends anonymously describe the 
oppressive nature of the "Institute of Virginity” tradition. A term that defends 
“female sanctity”, massively supports oppression of female sexuality, puts 
taboo on act of sex and checks the sheets after the first wedding night. taboo on act of sex and checks the sheets after the first wedding night. 
�Who decided that I am a sinner and made a law for me since my birth. 
The stigmatic pressure follows and unconsciously guides us day by day 
since and stops us from waking up. Its like computer game with sexist 
algorithms. ��Everybody had its own understanding of this place. In old 
times, when a man married, the bride's parents were invited to the groom's 
family the next day. The father of the bride was met by the father-in-law 
with bowl of wine.with bowl of wine. The guest would take the bowl and bless the newly 
created family.But if the bride wasn’t a virgin, The father of the groom would 
still greet the bride's father only in this case with pierced bowl full of wine. In 
this case wine was held only by forefinger of the Grooms father. So that 
when he passed the bowl it would splash and he would tell him that “your 
daughter turned out to be just like this bowl”. In some regions this tradition 
remains till this day. � though the bridegroom had to be finely detailed and 
hold only the finger of wine. When the bridegroom's father would take the hold only the finger of wine. When the bridegroom's father would take the 
platter to the host, wine was poured, followed by the words: Your daughter 
was written like this platter. �The traditional education system is differently 
accustomed for men and women. Even at a young age, boys are allowed 
to do as they please, but for girls there are many actions that fall under 
taboo subject to even talk about. One of such topics is precisely the 
“institute of virginity”, which means a set of cultural rules that prohibit 
women from having sex before marriage. In Georgia, this topic was women from having sex before marriage. In Georgia, this topic was 
partially demolished when the quest for democracy began.  Virginity is 
considered as an important moral asset in many cultures,including 
Georgia.
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In year 3016, humans have been able to minimize the impact of their visual appearance, replacing it with ideas.

In 3016, humans have been able to sync their looks with their perception of the new world they live in.

In 3016, the world is calm and with a minimal focus on looks, grappling with filling shapes with meanings. The future human is aware of the legacy left by the 

civilizations before it, only holding on to what’s truly valuable, rejecting the ambiguous primal notions.

Humans of 3016 - the new wave warriors - take care of the environment. Preservation of equality and peace is their main challenge.

WWomen of 3016 have retained the main trait that once defined their gender, however, they use their caring nature as a weapon in protecting the environment - a 

basic requirement for a highly developed world.In year 3016, humans have been able to minimize the impact of their visual appearance, replacing it with ideas.
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Humans of 3016 - the new wave warriors - take care of the environment. Preservation of equality and peace is their main challenge.Humans of 3016 - the new wave warriors - take care of the environment. Preservation of equality and peace is their main challenge.

Women of 3016 have retained the main trait that once defined their gender, however, they use their caring nature as a weapon in protecting the environment - 

a basic requirement for a highly developed world.
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